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HEDGED FUND HERO CRASHES TO EARTH
This week hedge fund celebrity Bill Ackman finally admitted defeat on his one-time largest holding Valeant, selling his remaining shares at a 95 per cent 
discount to their high point, having doubled down with more purchases as the price started to crash. He is estimated to have lost $4bn of his investors’ 
money on the trade. 

There are many lessons for investors in this disaster, chiefly the importance of diversification. At one point Valeant made up a quarter of Pershing 
Square’s portfolio. The Sequoia fund, managed by a colleague and classmate of Warren Buffett, had over a third of its assets in the company. Leaving 
aside the incredibly poor risk management of the fund managers – why on earth did investors in these funds not sell when they saw such over-sized 
positions? The story is a litany of classic behavioural mistakes investors make and the fact that such well-educated and experienced managers can fall 
down this hole is a warning to all of us to be on our guard.

UK: MAY KICK-STARTS BREXIT
Theresa May formally notified the European Union of Britain’s exit on Wednesday. 
Her letter focused on the UK’s security expertise and the need for a trade deal to 
be discussed in tandem with the exit terms. May loosely implied that the country’s 

military and security contributions may be withheld in the circumstance of an unsuccessful 
trade agreement. The mention of discussions in tandem did not sit well with Germany’s 
Chancellor, Angela Merkel, who wants a strict order of business with exit discussed first and 
trade after. This seems unreasonable as both sides will want to know what’s at risk as well as 
what can be gained. 

The UK has a trade deficit in terms of goods of £8.4bn with £2.6bn of this attributed to Germany. 
Britain also has a trade deficit for a combination of goods and services with 21 of remaining 27 
EU members. This deficit should encourage these countries to seek a tariff-free trade deal at 
the risk of losing UK business however, UK exporters are heavily reliant on the EU whereas the 
EU has a wider reach.

US: TRUMP REJECTS CLIMATE-CHANGE
President Trump signed an order to reverse Obama’s climate-change rules this week, 
he has referred to climate-change as a farce and a war on coal. Nations involved in 
the Paris agreement of 2015 have stood against him on the matter. The EU remains 

dedicated to the drive toward cleaner fuels and both China and India are taking steps to reduce 
emissions. A Chinese foreign ministry spokesman commented that China was a responsible 
developing country and their policy to tackle climate change is resolute. Meanwhile, India’s 
Supreme Court announced any new vehicles sold in the country must comply with more 
stringent emissions standards from the beginning of April.

Despite Trump’s best attempt to stick to his campaign promise to increase the number of 
jobs available in the US coal industry, the abundant supply of cheap natural gas is stifling the 
demand for coal. This move by Trump will likely take some time and although it may extend the 
life of some coal plants the move towards natural gas and renewable energy seems inevitable.

EM: EMERGING MARKET CURRENCY’S SHINE
Emerging market currencies experienced their second-best quarter in five years 
as the dollar surge dampened and emerging market economies proved resilient. 
Although rising US interest rates are historically bad news for emerging markets, the 

US Federal Reserve have planned for a gentle pace of rate hikes over the next year. The JPM 
Emerging Market Currency Index climbed 4.2 per cent over the last quarter with the Mexican 
peso leading the way. The peso surged 11 per cent over the three-month period as doubts 
surfaced surrounding Trump’s ability to deliver on his protectionist policies. Another country 
leading the index higher is Russia, a strong crude oil price has boosted the rouble 8.9 per cent 
higher versus the dollar over the period.

There has been a rush into emerging market stocks and bonds over the last week. The Institute 
of International Finance, IIF, noted a jump to $6.5bn of cross-border inflows in the week to 
March 22, a climb of $2bn from the week before. This surge is the largest since September 2013 
when the Fed decided to delay monetary tightening. 
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